We attempt an estimate of IVub/&bI f rom the recent ARGUS observation of theoretical quantities obtain the extreme values considered in our study. We also discuss briefly a possible realization of a Al = l/2 rule in these processes.
Introduction
The ARGUS collaboration has recently reported' the observation of the following two charmless B decay modes:
B(B* -+ pj%r*) = (3.7 f 1.3 f 1.4) x 1O-4
(1) B(B" + ppn+r-) = (6.0 f 2.0 f 2.2) x 1O-4 .
These are the first direct indications for a nonzero value of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element I&,. In this talk2 I would like to describe a way which leads from the actual measurements to an estimate of the ratio IVub/VcbI. After studying processes ofthetypeB+NN+(n7r)(n>O)I '11' d' t h WI m lea e ow to improve this estimate by further measurements.
Such measurements may also shed some light on the -. dynamics of this type of nonleptonic weak decays. Due to the shortage of time I will not discuss other related topics, such as non-spectator contributions, other charmless decay modes and CP violation in the baryonic modes. A discussion of these subjects may be found in Ref.
2.
Two of the characteristic features of the 32.7f7.7 observed events are the backto-back nature of the pji pairs and their relatively high energies (BP) -2 GeV. The pions are soft and there seems to be a significant signal of A's or other low-mass NT states. I will refer to these features when applicable.
Comparison with Inclusive Decay to Charmed Baryons
To put the branching ratios of Eq. (1) in due perspective let us compare them with the inclusive charmed baryon rates3 B(B + charmed baryon + X) = (7.4 f 2.9)%
I From B(B + evX) = (11.4f0.5)Y o and standard phase space factors4 one obtains in a straightforward manner a total hadronic branching ratio
The small fraction of this rate which corresponds to b + uiid is estimated to be B(u + uud) = 4.3% x (lK$!y .
I have normalized the ratio VUb/Vcb by its experimental upper limit of 0.2."
Equations (2) and (3) 
Estimates of these ratios will be discussed in the subsequent two sections.
The ratio RI+2
A simple approach which leads to an estimate of this ratio is to consider the multiplicity distribution for B + NT + (nr). There are various ways to estimate the average multiplicity of pions. Applying an old model of Fermi6 to count the number of degrees of freedom in a hadronic state initially confined within radius &z/Es (at temperature T), one finds for B t NN + (nr)
where Eo = 0.2 GeV is a typical hadron energy scale. This scheme describes adequately the average pion multiplicity in D + Ii'r + (nr). Equation (8) yields n 11 4 for EN = MN and n N 2 for E N = 2 GeV, which is about the average energy measured for the proton (and antiprotons) in the observed events. I quite safely conclude that
The average pion multiplicity in pp and (non-annihilation) jip collision at fi = MB is a bit larger than three and supports our estimate. The relatively high momentum protons and antiprotons in the observed events seem to indicate a value close to the lower value of Eq. (9).
The multiplicity distribution will be assumed to be Poisson-like or somewhat 
Allowing a 1.64 0 deviation from the central value we obtain a "90% c. 
Since part of the uncertainty in Eq. (13) is th eoretical, this lower value should not 5 be considered to have a 90% cl. in a statistical sense. It rather represents our own j udgement .
AI = l/2 and Dynamics of B + NT + (r-m)
The effective weak Hamiltonian for b + uiid, which includes short-distance QCD corrections, is 9 H = --v;bvud 5 kc;
i=l where cl /cz = 1.5 -2 for the bottom quark mass scale. This implies some AI = l/2 enhancement, since the operator which is antisymmetric in E * d is a pure . AI = l/2 operator, while the symmetric one leads to both AI = l/2 and 3/2 transitions. The actual enhancement depends also on the relative strength of the matrix elements of the two operators in a particular process. In the baryonic decay modes of B there seems to be an additional relative enhancement coming from the matrix elements. 
